
Year 3 Homework for the Autumn Term 1 Through the Ages topic work 
 
Your homework this term is linked to our topic work on Pre-History topic. These activities are for you to do at home with an adult. You can do all of them or choose 

the ones that you find most interesting. You have a free choice of the activities you want to do. Each activity has been given a number of points. Your total to be 

at least 20 points with your chosen activities combined. We will provide you with paper if required, please come and ask us for it. 
 

Homework Deadline week beginning 14.10.22  
 

  Stone Age recipe    Model making      Barrows  
                    

Stone Age people could not pop to the shops for Make a 3D model of Stonehenge and write Research the burial ceremonies and barrows 

food.  Everything they ate had to be caught or an explanation about what it was used for that iron and bronze age people would have 

collected.  Write your own recipe for a stone age and who used it. 4 points used. 4 points 

dinner using the sort of ingredients that would be                 

available to them. 2 points                 

 Stone Age objects     Timeline     Cave Homes  
               

Make a list and draw a picture of objects that Create a timeline to put the following Investigate homes from the Stone Age and 

stone age, bronze age and iron age people would periods of prehistory into chronological create a model or detailed picture. Be as 

have used.  order: Bronze Age, Iron Age and Stone creative as you can.  

       Age (including the three periods of the 4 points  

2 points  Stone Age, Neolithic, Palaeolithic and         

       Mesolithic). Use the internet or         

       information books to find the approximate         

       dates for each period.  6 points         

   Stone Age Life   Iron Age Hillforts   The Celts  
         

Use information books and the internet to find Use information books or the internet to The Iron Age people of Britain, known as the 

out about one of these aspects of  find out about Iron Age hillforts. Celts, were fearsome warriors. Use the 

Stone Age life:  Draw an illustration of an Iron Age hillfort internet and information books to find out 

Settlements, food, clothing, tools and weapons. and label its features, such as a hill, about Celtic warriors. Use your existing 

Use your research to create an information ditches, high walls or guarded gates. Write knowledge and research to draw a detailed 

poster about your chosen aspect. Include images a short explanation about each of the illustration of a Celtic warrior and write 

and topic-specific vocabulary to make your features that you have labelled. a short paragraph to describe their beliefs, 

information poster interesting for the reader.         clothing, weapons and warfare.  

6 points  6 points   6 points  

                        



Useful websites 
 

BBC Bitesize – What was prehistoric Britain like? 
 

BBC Bitesize – Prehistoric – KS2 History 
 

Natural History Museum – Cheddar Man: Mesolithic Britain’s blue-eyed boy 

Natural History Museum – Cheddar Man FAQ 
 

British Museum – Classroom resource – Bronze Age Britain 
 

DKfindout! – Iron Age Hill Forts – What Are Hill Forts?  


